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1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this paper is to present some ideas which can be used in nonparametric estimation prob

lems. These ideas are connected with Kolmogorov's contribution to the theory of approximation of 

functions. It should be stressed that these ideas can be used for a wide class of statistical models, but 

we consider here only one of it. 
We assume that a statistician observes i.i.d. random vectors Xi. X 2, ..• , Xn taking values in Rk and 

having density f with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R k. The problem is to find an estimator, 

based on these data, for the density f, unknown to the statistician. We denote by 

j,,(·)=fnhXJ. · · · ,Xn) any estimator for f, i.e. any real-valued Borel measurable function of all 
arguments. It is not assumed that fn( ·) is necessarily a density for the fixed data, it is not even neces

sarily nonnegative. The quality of estimation is measured by the loss function llfn - Jll;, where ll·llp is 

the L,,-norm on Rk and r is a positive number. 
We assume that the unknown density function f is in some known set ~. and the problem is con

sidered as nonparametric if it is impossible to embed ~ in finite dimensional space. A general scheme 

for nonparametric estimation is the following. The statistician chooses some subset <I> of functions 

such that 
a). it is easy to find sufficiently good estimates for any cpE<l>; 
b ). the subset <P is a sufficiently good approximation for ~-
In this way, the estimation off is reduced to the estimation of a suitable element of <I>. This approach 

is popular not only for statistical problems, but also for some applied problems in physics (see 

Babenko, 1979, 1985). So the estimation error consists of two parts: the error from approximating the 

element f E°'l'.. by ljlE<!> (this is bias in typical situations) and the error from estimating an element 

from <I>. <I> can be a finite set (then estimation is reduced to hypotheses testing), a finite dimensional 

set (it leads to projection estimates) and so on. In general, <I> will be an element of a collection ~ of 

function classes. The quality of estimation depends on the ·~-diameter' of L (see Babenko, 1979, 

1985), defined as 

inf sup inf 11/-q.ll. 
ll>q feI. .peol> 

Here 11·11 is a certain norm (if~ consists of finite dimensional linear manifolds we have Kolmogorov's 
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diameters (Kolmogorov, 1936), if~ consists of finite sets with a fixed number of elements we have£
entropy (Kolmogorov, Tikhomirov, 1959)). 

We consider here the estimation problem for densities defined on Rk. It is well known in approxi
mation theory, that entire functions of finite exponential degree are convenient for approximation of 
such functions. Therefore we choose such function classes as the elements of ~-

Our main interest is the behavior of the value 

6.n(p,r) = inf sup E1llJ,. - Jll;. 
f. fe!. 

(1.1) 

Here and further the infimum over fn is taken over all estimators, and ~ is some subset of 
LP, 1~.e;;;oo. 

2. UPPER BOUNDS 

An important part of the results presented here was published in IH 1980, 1981 (here and further we 
use abbreviation IH for our names). But unfortunately some of these results are not sufficiently 
known in the West. We would like to mention for example that some of them were reproved in Dev
roye, Gyorfi, 1985, in a weakened form, and the problem, formulated in this book, p. 133, as open 
one, is solved by theorem 4 in IH 1981. 

Any estimation procedure gives some upper bound for the quality of estimation. The literature on 
this theme is very rich, and we do not try to systematize it. It seems that Centsov 1962, 1972, pro
posed the following elegant reasonin~. Let f eL2(Rk)=L 2 and ~= {4>1> 4>1> 4>2, • • • } be a set of sub
spaces of L 2, with dim4>N=N. Let q,\N>, · · · ,<pW> be an orthobasis of 4>N. The equality 

N 

f = ~ cfN> q,fN> + RN(/) 
i=l 

(CfN> are Fourier coeffiei.ents) generates the projection estimator 
N 

fn,N(X) = ~ C}:) </>}N)(x). 
i=I 

Here, cf:> is defined by 

Cf:> = _!_ ± </>fN>(Xj) = j </>fN>(x)Fn(dx), 
n j=I 

where Fn is the sample distribution function. 
We have that E~f:> = cfN> and moreover the inequality 

E1lcf:>- cfN>12 E;; A In 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

is often true. But then, the Li-risk. of the estimator fn.N for an optimal choice of 'PN does not exceed 
the value 

(2.5) 

Here A is a constant and dN(~) is the N-dimensional Kolmogorov diameter of ~- It is possible to 
choose N=N(n) in an optimal way such that the best order for the rate of convergence to zero of the 
risk. is obtained. 

Modifications of this simple idea allow to use similar estimators for other loss functions. It is also 
important that it is possible to fix the family ~. because variability of this family is not suitable for 
applications. 

The classical results of approximation theory yield the best order for the rate of convergence as 
N-+oo, when approximating functions/e~c4, l~E;;oo, by elements from the standard families in 
f For example, let f have a known parallelepiped Ilk c R k as support and let its periodical extension 
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have some smoothness /l The natural </> for this case is families of trigonometric polynomials. 
Another example is functions f with support Ilk without periodicity condition. Then the elements of </> 

can be chosen as families of splines. Finally, for functions f with support Rk it is convenient to 
choose as the elements of <f> the families of functions having analytical extension as entire functions of 
some exponential degree. Letting <f> = {cl> i. cI>2 • • • } the rates of con:vergence to zero as N ~ oo of the 
best approximations by functions from tl> N for these examples, has the order dN(I) in L,, for any 
pe[l,oo] and for a wide class of sets I. We consider here for brevity only the last example. (This 
class is apparently the most natural for density estimation but for other problems, for instance, regres
sion estimation, two other families <f> are more natural, see IH 1980a, Nussbaum, 1985). 

Let ck be the k-d.imensional complex space. Recall that an entire function g(z)=g(z1> · · ·, zk) is 
of the exponential type P=(Pi. ···,Pk) if for any e:>O the inequality 

k 

lg(z)I <A<exp{ ~ (11;+t:) lz;I} 
i=l 

holds for all zeck and some constant A,. Denote by ~.p(Rk) the set of such functions which also 
belong to L,,(Rk) as functions of real variables, and let l!jr>(q,) be the value of the best approximation 
in L,,-norm of 4> by the functions from ~.p(Rk): 

&(p>(q,) = inf llg-4>11 . 
• ge~,(R') p 

Furthermore, denote by V.(x) the kernel of_Vallee Poussin type (see Nikolskii, 1969) for 
11=(Pi. P2, · · · , Pk): 

V ( ) - Ilk COSPjx-cos2PjX 
v x - . . 2 • 

;=I 'ITPjXj 

It is shown in IH 1980, 198f, that the best order for the rate of convergence for estimates in L,,-norms 
for a wide class of sets~ is reached for kernel estimators with kernel Vv(x), provided P=P(n,~) is 
suitably chosen. The estimator has the form 

(2.6) 

The following theorem plays the most important role in obtaining upper bounds for risks of fn.v (A; 
are some constants). 

'fmlOREM 1. 
i) LetfeLp(Rk), 2,,;;;,p<oo. Then 

E1llj,.,k )-/(.)II; .;;;;; A 1(1 + llfllp)<r+ l)/2[(&r>(f)Y + [ "1 . ~.Pk r/2] (2.7) 

ii) Let f eL 00 (Rk). Then 

(2.8) 

r+I 
[ 

p ... P i(p-l)rlp 
I k j 

n 
(2.9) 

PROOF. The proof of the assertions i) and ii) is given in IH 1980, 1981, so we prove iii) only, and res
trict ourselves to the case r =p (the consideration of arbitrary r is also analogous to IH 1980, 1981). 

The equality 
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EJin,v(x) = jV.(x -y)f(y)dy 

is the immediate consequence of (2.6). So Ein.v(x)E~.p(Rk) and 

llEin,v-/11p < C fV'f)(f). 

(See IH 1980 for details). 
Therefore 

E1llin.v-Jll).,.;;; C {(fV'f)(j))"+El[{,.,v-Ein,vll)}. 

Furthermore, we have 

- - j 1 n 
Ellfn,v-Efn)I)= E1I- ~ (V.(x-X1)-E1Vv(x-X))ll'dx = 

R• n j= I 

1 ,, 
= f E1 1- ~ €j(x)rdx. 

R' n j=l 

It is known that for independent random variables €i. · · ·, €,, with E€;=0 the inequality (see von 
Bahr, Esseen, 1965) 

n n 

El~ €;r..;; 2 ~ El€;r 
i=I i=I 

is true. Therefore 

This relation and inequality 

flV .. (x -y)rdx = ,:g f J I 2 J I dxj.,.;;; C2(P1J12 ••• ,,ky-1 
k 

1 
cos,, ·X. _cos 2,, ·X. r 

R• 1-IR' 'ITPjXj 

give assertion iii) for r =p. D 

Theore~ 1 and the known upper bounds for &'f)<J) with /E~ imply upper bounds for risks of the 
estimator fn,v· It allows to choose 11=11(n, ~)optimally. Consider two examples. 

a). Let 

HffL,{:J=(f:JI> · ··,f:Jk), /;J; = r;+ct1,0<a;o&;;;l,i=l,k, 

be the set of functions having Sobolev's derivative with respect to X; of order r;, and suppose 

11.1 fi11 .,.;;; Ll.1x I"' 
x, ax~' p I 

I 

(here -1x,g is the partial increment of g over x;). 
It is well known (Nikolskii 1969) that for allpE[l,oo] 

k 
sup &'!)(/) .,.;;; c ~ ,,1-P1• 

feH:L j=I 

(2.10) 

The substitution of this bound in the right part of the relations (2.7 - 2.9) and optimization over 
11 1, • • • , "k implies the results about upper bounds which are written in the first and second lines of 
table 1 below. 

b). Let A;.f_be the family of functions g in Rk which admit analytical extension in the set 
jlmz;j<A, i = 1,k, and suppose 



Ilg( ·+iA.)llp < L. 

It is known that for this class, for JI 1 = 112 = · · · = JI k = 11 and for all p E [ I, oo ], the relation 

sup &<t')(j) ...;;;; Le -Xv 

feA;L 

holds. 
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In a similar way as in example a) we obtain results (concerning upper bounds) which are written in 
the third and fourth lines in table I . 

3. LOWER BOUNDS 

Establishing lower bounds, in the minimax sense of (1.1), is a more complicated problem. A very 
important step was made by Farrell, 1972. He has obtained lower bounds for the estimation quality in 
a point by reducing this problem to discrimi11ation between two close hypotheses. IH 1979 have pro
posed for the same problem another approach, which is based on reducing it to an estimation prob
lem. IH 1979 also proposed (for another situation) an approach to obtaining lower bounds in LP
norms, 2...;;;;p...;;;;00. The method here is reducing the problem to discrimination between an increasing 
number of hypotheses, and using an information theoretical approach to the latter. Independently, a 
different approach to establishing lower bounds in LP-norms, p < oo, for the classes Hff L and some 
other ones, have been proposed by Bretagnolle, Huber (1979). 

Here we present briefly the main ideas of our approach. Its application to the density estimation 
problem was published in IH 1980, 1981. Let p besome metric in '2.CLP. Let l(x), x>O be a nonde
creasing function with /(O)=O. Assume that there are N(B) densities f;sE2.. such that p(f;s,jj8)>13. 
Then the inequalities 

sup E1l(p(j,,,f)!l3) ;;;., SJ!JL EJ,,l(pifmf;s)/13);;;., 
feY. ~ i=l,N(ll) 

li.!fl2.. N (6) ] 

;;;., N(l3) i~I PJ,,{P(/;0,f,,) > 1312} = lf])Pe (3.1) 

are evident and the problem is reduced to obtaining the lower bound of the average probability error 
Pe for the discrimination problem of N(8) equidistributed hypotheses, i.e. P{ TJ = f;1i} = N{; 1, i = 1,N 6 , 

on base of the sample XI> · · ·, X,,. The value Pe can be estimated with help of Fano's lemma in 
information theory (see, for example, IH 1979). As result we have the bound 

Pe;;;., 1-(lnN(o))- 1l(TJ;(Xi, · · ·, X,,));;;., 

(3.2) 

The desired result will be obtained if we can find a sufficiently good upper bound for Shannon's 
information l(TJ, X 1). 

Let f o8 be an arbitrary density in R k. Then 

dPx,1., . 
l(TJ, X;) = E {ln ~(X i. TJ)} 

x, 

1 N(B) j;s(x) 
= N(B) ~ J In N(B) f;s(x)dx ...;;;; 

'= i R' N~o) ;;(1s(x) 
1 N(B) f;a(x) 

...;;;; N(~) .~ J f;s(x)ln r-( ) dx ...;;;; 
u 1=IR' JDS X 

1 N(8) f;s(x) 
...;;;; N(~) .~ J (f;0(x)-fos(x))In r-( ) dx ...;;;; 

u 1 = IR' J Oli X 
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.,;,;;; _l_ f j (/is(x)-fos(x))2 dx ~ 
N(8) i=JR• fOB(x) 

.,;,;;; max llh-/os 11~. 
i = 1,N(8) -...fj; 

So 

1 n f;s- fos 2 
sup Ei(p(f,.,f)!8) ;;;;,. lt2)(1- 1 N(o) . max II _ r;:- 112). 
jEY- n 1=l,N(8) V/08 

(3.3) 

Now, let us define the number o(n, ~)by the formula 

- 1 f;s - f 013 2 1 o(n, ~) = sup{o:(lnN(o)) . max II _ r;:- 112 ~ 2 }. 
'= 1,N(/3) V fos n 

(3.4) 

Relations (3.3), (3.4) imply the inequality 

1 1 
sup Ei(Pifmf)!o(n, ~)) ;;;;,. 2Zrz). (3.5) 
jEY, 

So the following theorem, which is a more strong and precise version of theorem 8 in IH, 1980 is esta
blished. 

'THEOREM 3.1. Let for any o>O there be densities f; 0 E ~. i= 1,N(8) such that p(f;0,f10 );;;,.o, 
i, j = 1,N(o), i-=/=j, and let the value o(n, ~) be defined according (3.4) for arbitrary family of densities 
fo,11> o>O. Then the lower bound (3.5) is true for any non-decreasing/unction l(x). 

This theorem is conn~cted conceptually with Kolmogorov's t:-capacity C.(~) of the set ~ in the 
metric p. (See Kolmogorov, Tikhomirov, 1959). 

Theorem 3.1 reduces the obtaining of lower bounds for risks to the construction of the most 'rich' 
family f;t; with the required properties. This construction is realized in IH 1980, 1981 for examples a) 
and b) andp;;;,.2. As result we have that the upper bounds of§ 2 for these examples coincide with the 
lower bounds in the sense of rate of convergence (see table 1). The construction of a suitable family 
for the case I o;;:;p ~2 is the content of § 4. We conclude the present paragraph with the promised 
table, which is a final result of considerations in§ 2-4. 

We use the notations 
k 

q = p!(p -1); /3 = (~ /3i1)-1. 
i=I 

The notation an;:::::bn means that O<lim(anlbn).,;;;;lim(anlbn)<oo, and 6.n(p,r) is the quantity which is 
defined in (U). The first and third llnes give rough (in the sense -) asyll}ptotics for the risk, the 
second and fourth lines present the values v=(v1> ···,Pk) in the estimator fn,•• for which this order 
for the rate of convergence is reached ... 
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"2.=Hf L n {11/llp~M} 1~p<2 2~<oo p=oo 

An(p,r) -::=::.n -Prt(q/HI) -::=::.n -Prt(2/J+ I) -::=:::.( .::n )-Prl(2/J+I) 

V; 
n /Jl(/J,(q/J+ I)) n /Jl(/J,(2/J+ I)) (-n-)/Jl(/J,(2/J+ I)) 

lnn 

"2.=A>.L p 

-::::::.[~rq -::::::.[~r2 -:::::::. [ (lnn}:nlnn r2 
6.(p,r) 

lnn-klnlnn lnn-klnlnn lnn -klnlnlnn -lnlnlnn 
11; 

q>.. 2>.. 2A 

TABLE L 

4. AN ILLUSTilA TION 

Let us demonstrate the construction of the family f, 8, satisfying the conditions of theorem 3J, for the 
case p E[l,2[. We restrict ourselves to the case k = 1 for simplicity (the generalization for arbitrary k 
can be made analogously, see IH 1981). 

Put fo 8(x)=w- 1oql(x 282q+ l) and consider tile family of densities fo 6 , depending on the M
dimensional vector a = (a i, . . . , a M ), where a; is 0 or 1 : 

M 

faa(x) = /oa(x)+y ~ amc/Jm1J(x). (4.1) 
m=I 

~ 

Here M= r13-q-p \ c/Jmo(x)=8qcp(x8-P I -m), and the function 4> (cf. IH 1980) is infinite 

differentiable, has the support ]-112, 112[ and satisfies f4>(x)dx =O. It is easy to verify that the condi
tions 

f,,s ~O; falJ EHff L, ffas(x )dx = 1 

are fulfilled, if y is sufficiently small. Furthermore 

11/ao - fa'B lip = Y [m~ 1lam -am'l] l/p lloPms !Ip =1114'11oq +(/Jp) ' [~Jam -am'l] 11P. 

This equality and the relation M-l3-q-p 1 guarantee the fulfilment of all conditions of theorem 3.1, 
provided a EA, where A is the largest set of a for which 

M 

~lam-am'l~M/4; a,a'EA, a=-j=a'. 
l 

It is known (for instance it follows from the Varshamov-Gilbert bound, see IH 1980, 1981) that 

card A >exp (M /2) 

Finally, a very simple verification gives the inequality 

11/a:.;/;/J II~< C for 8~80. 
fos 

The last inequality and the relation lnN(o)-::=::.Mo-q-P' (this follows from (4.3)) give the equality 

8(n,~) = en -fV(q/J+IJ. 

So we have established the lower bound in the first line of the table for the situation 1 ~ <2. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 
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If '2.=A;L we can consider the analogous family 
M 

f 0 a(x) = f08(x)+y8q ~ am!/Jo(xln(l/8)/Ao-m). 
m=I 

Here !J>o(x)=sin5x!x4, J08(x) is the same as in (4.l), y is sufficiently small, Ao is sufficiently large, and 
M= f8-qln(l/8)1. The analogous verification gives the results: for suitable y and J\o, the functions 
faa are densities from A;L and for a,a'EA, a=l=a' 

faB-foB 2 
llfaB-fa'Bli;;;a.c18 (c1 >0); II • r;:- ll2<C2. 

v/01J 
These inequalities and (3.4) imply the relation 

n::::::::: lnN(8):::=:::(8(n, ~))-q1n(1/8(n, ~)). 

So 8(n,~)::=:::(lnnln) 11q and theorem 3.1 gives the lower bound in the third line of table 1 for the case 
1~<2andk=1. 

5. FURTHER RESULTS 

Let ~A be the set of densities which have analytic extension as entire function of exponential type A, 
where A is a symmetric convex compact set in Rk. In other words ~A is the set of densities, the 
characteristic function of which is equal to zero outside A. The set ~A is essentially infinite dimen
sional, but nevertheless it is proved in IH 1980, 1981, 1982 that for p ;;;a.2, the rate of convergence of 
the best estimator has the order n 112 : 

inf sup E1llfn-/11; ,,,;;; c,n -r/2. 

f, fE'EA ~ 

Moreover for p =r=2 the precise asymptotic bound is found in IH 1982: 

lim { n inf supE111/n - /II n = meas ~ 
n->00 j. /E!.A (2'1T) 

(5.1) 

This result gave occasion to formulate the hypothesis (Devroye, Gyorfi 1985) that the same order n 112 

for the rate of convergence is preserved for p <2, and in particular for p = 1. But in IH, 1981 the fol
lowing relations, refuting this hypothesis, are proved: 

inf sup Etllfn - .flip ::=:::n - liq , I <p <2, 
f. fe'i:.A 

lim infinf sup Etll.fn - /Iii ;a. ~>0. 
n f. fe'i:.A 

6. REMARKS AND PROBLEMS 
L The intrinsic reason for the existence of an estimator with property (5.1) is the fact that the densi
ties /E"2-A have a reproducing kernel. This means fork= I for example 

f(x) = j sinA(x -y)f(y)dy. 
R' '1T(X -y) 

So an estimator, which is asymptotically efficient in the sense of (5.1), has the form 

/n(x) = j sinA(x -y) Fn(dy) 
R' '1T(X -y) 

- -Similar estimators are possible in other situations, with sets ~ say, provided that for each f E'2. the 
representation 



/(x) = j K(x,y)f(y)dy 

holds with sufficiently good kernel K. 
If we restrict ourselves to the case K(x,y) = K 1 (x -y ), then the equality 

Ellfn-/II~ = _!_(K1(0)- ll/11 2) 
n 

holds. We think that the following generalization of IH 1982 is true in the latter case: 

lim {ninfsupE1ll/n-fll~} = K1(0). 
n->00 f. jE'£ 
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2. The precise asymptotics for the quadratic risk in L 2 of the type (5.1) was firstly obtained in 
Efroimovich, Pinsker, 1982 for the case where ~ is the set of ellipsoids in L 2 • Other references can be 
found in this paper. 
3. The problem of constructing upper and lower bounds is interesting for other~ too. Nemirovskii 
(1985), for instance found the true asymptotics for the regression estimation problem if 
~ = { 11/K) lip <L} and the loss function is the Lp, -norm of the difference fn - f Here, p,p 1 > l are arbi
trary. It would be interesting to obtain the corresponding results for the density estimation problem. 
Other interesting sets }; are considered by Bretagnolle, Huber 1979, Bentkus, Kazbaras 1982, Dev
roye, Gyorfi 1985. 
4. The upper bound of § 2 can be extended to more general classes of loss functions; it is possible to 
consider the loss function /(11/n - flip), see IH 1981for details. 
5. The presented approach is also suitable for obtaining bounds in LP-norms for the estimation of the 
derivatives of a density. 

An interesting and difficult problem is the obtaining of the precise asymptotics for more general ~ 
and p=f=2. For instance it is. interesting to consider~. which are determined by a condition of type 

J .p(t)lf(t)i2dt .,;;;; 1 

where .p~O. and f is the characteristic function. Interesting results concerning this problem were 
presented recently by G.K. Golubev on Fifth Vilnius Conference on Probability Theory and Statistics. 
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